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Role of STPs and areas of innovation (IASP)

Areas of innovation, of which STPs a subtype, play a key role in the
economic development of their environment. Through a dynamic and
innovative mix of policies, programmes, quality space and facilities and
high value-added services, they
- stimulate and manage the flow of knowledge and technology

between universities and companies.
- facilitate communication between companies, entrepreneurs and

technicians.
- create a culture of innovation, creativity and quality.
- focus on companies, research institutions and people: entrepreneurs

and ‘knowledge workers'.
- facilitate business creation via incubation and spin-off mechanisms,

and accelerate growth of SME’s
- work in a global network of innovative companies and research

institutions, facilitating the internationalisation of their resident
companies.



Science or Technology Park 

A space, physical or cybernetic, managed by a specialised professional team 
that provides value-added services, whose main aim is to increase the 
competitiveness of its region or territory of influence by stimulating a culture 
of quality and innovation among its associated businesses and knowledge-
based institutions, organising the transfer of knowledge and technology from 
its sources to companies and to the market place, and by actively fostering the 
creation of new and sustainable innovation-based companies through 
incubation and spin-off processes. (L. Sanz, 3 Oct. 2001) 



STP:  Embedding an innovation ecosystem
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STP’s: sorts, shapes , sizes and strategies



Stakeholders and strategy ?

Who are your stakeholders ?
What do they need ?
What do they expect from you ?
How can you best meet these expectations ?

How to translate this in performance indicator ?

Who are your customers ?
Are you making a profit ?

The business model canvas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s


Performance indicators:

output: impact:

Education Graduates (PhD) employment

RDI patens (int’l) license income

articles Citation index score

Business creation Spin offs/start-ups Exits/maturation

incubation life expectancy, mortality

access to finance funds raised

Sales (growth) tenants profits/jobs 

Real Estate Sale lease m2 Occupancy 




